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Islamic Art And Visual Culture
Some very culturally significant bling is bound for the Dallas Museum of Art in 2022 when“Cartier and Islamic Art: In Search of Modernity” opens next May. The exhibition, in p ...
Dallas Museum of Art will be only U.S. stop for ‘Cartier and Islamic Art: In Search of Modernity’
Objects from the 8th to 18th century--made in North Africa, the Middle East, Turkey, India, the Iberian Peninsula and Central Asia--demonstrate the development of techniques, craftsmanship and ...
Enlightenment On Middle Eastern History And Culture Through Artwork
Renowned 83-year-old artist, Mohamed Taha Hussein uses his now open East...West exhibition to emphasise cross-cultural dialogue, soaked in his artistic and international experience ...
Painter Taha Hussein reveals his art-world between East and West
From the 14th to the 16th century, Iran had witnessed growth and affluence under the Timurid and Safavid dynasties. During this period, many ...
Looking into Lost Persian Architecture through Safavid Manuscripts
beginning with Islamic art and Arabic calligraphy, and their impact on Arab visual culture, through to the digital revolution and the arrival of the internet,” reads the book’s brief.
American University in Cairo Press releases 'A History of Arab Graphic Design'
In Islam and Secularity Nilüfer Göle takes on two pressing issues: the transforming relationship between Islam and Western secular modernity and the impact of ...
Islam and Secularity: The Future of Europe's Public Sphere
By Agha Iqrar Haroon In the late 1st century BC, Roman culture had entered a phase of decline, at least as far as traditional, classic drama (tragedy, comedy), paintings, literature, philosophy are ...
Byzantine Period of Pakistan
² In her book Women and Gender in Islam, Leila Ahmed explained that a new ... interpretation of the images of women, the documents of visual culture, from paintings and sculpture to folk art, family ...
Beyond the Exotic: Women's Histories in Islamic Societies
The Jameel Art Prize is a biennial award celebrating ... the historical context and also the culture that was prevalent before Islam." Visual artist Mehdi Moutashar is the other joint-winner ...
'You have to go deeper': Islamic art comes alive at Jameel prize in London
Visual arts are of interest to Qatar because of ... The General Coordinator of Doha Capital of Culture in the Islamic World 2021, Hamad al-Athba, stressed the interest of hosting activities ...
Art Day: Qatar embraces arts and reinforces national identity
Qatar Museums (QM) is organising what it described as “a playful workshop” online with visual literacy advocate Charlene Kasdorf on May 1, giving families and children an opportunity to enjoy and ...
Qatar Museums to organise 'a playful workshop' online QM online workshop
V&A and Art Jameel have announced the Jameel Prize shortlist. Jameel Prize is the world’s leading award for contemporary art and design, inspired by Islamic tradition ... UAE Minister of Culture and ...
Eight finalists in Jameel Prize shortlist of V&A and Art Jameel
Beasley’s exhibit at Rena Bransten Gallery, “MIGRATIONS in Our Mind’s Eye,” is a visual narrative of the African ... name for himself with visually provocative art that addresses queerness and Islam.
Artist Phoebe Beasley Reflects on Life and ‘MIGRATIONS’
With world-class art free to all exploring the eclectic streets of the capital, Doha ‘s outstanding collection of public sculptures, such as the Miraculous Journey by Damien Hirst and ‘7’ by Richard ...
Monoliths in the Desert, Giant Spiders and the Journey of a Foetus - Qatar’s Top Ten Sculptures That Will Blow Your Mind
Art 120 in Signal Mountain has received a grant of $89,700 from the Building Bridges 2020 Grants Program to support “Jingle Truck in Cyberspace and Beyond,” the expansion of a mobile art project to ...
Art 120 In Signal Mountain Among Those Awarded Grants From Building Bridges Program
A magnified view of corrosion on one of the medieval Islamic coins being examined and restored by the Louvre Abu Dhabi.Credit...Department of Culture ... changes in the visual symbols on coins ...
Restoring Islamic Coins to Reveal the Past
Thauheeda Thameem and Megha Manjarekar from India — welcome and celebrate Ramadan through art. The exhibition showcases works inspired by calligraphy, mosque architecture, portraits of Rulers, Islamic ...
Passion beats pandemic in Art4you exhibition at Ramadan Art Nights
Architecture news, competitions and projects updated every hour for the architecture professional ...
Architecture News
6.30p.m., will be an online conversation between Navina Najat Haider who is the curator in charge of the department of Islamic Art at the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art, and Kathleen James ...
An online session to decode Deccan rock formations in medieval art
Last August, Culture and Islamic Guidance Minister Abbas Salehi said that the ... Salehi said, “We have also experienced a big loss in visual arts, music, and theater, that is, about 120 theater halls ...
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